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Those Who Have No Enmity
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
The disaffected One made his servant wear the black and blue quilt
(coat) which was full of filth and
lice.
No one let them sit near. They have
fallen in dirt. The Manmukhs
came back having more dirt (than
before).
beginning [of this series of talks]
I said that when Guru Amardas started
doing His work He was opposed by
everyone, especially by the sons of Guru
Angad Dev, Bhai Datu and Dasu, who
kicked Guru Amardas and said, "You
used to be our servant - now you want to
become the owner of the throne which
belongs to us." They kicked him, but
Guru Amardas was so humble that instead of getting upset at them, he massaged their bodies, saying, "Forgive me,
because I have this old body; I just have
the skeleton and bones and I am afraid
that you would have hurt yourselves
because you kicked my old body." He was
very humble and he didn't get upset at
them. Then, when Guru Amardas left
everything and came to Goindwal, where
He started His work, he was also very
much opposed there. There lived a yogi
who was performing austerities, and
before Guru Amardas came there, he was
well known and people went to him. I told
you all these things, and I also said that
that yogi, with the help of Gondar the
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This talk, the sixth in the series of commentaries on the Gauri Vars of Guru
Ramdas, was given at Sant Bani Ashram,
New Hampshire, July 9, 1980.
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shepherd, who was the chief of that
village, started opposing Guru Amardas.
In those days, Emperor Akbar was ruling over India, and that yogi told Gondar, the chief of that village, "You go to
Emperor Akbar, and tell him that Guru
Amardas is a fake sadhu; he is not a good
man; I am the only good person here, and
this person should be thrown out of the
country ."
In those days, whenever anybody
wanted to go to Delhi to meet the Emperor and complain about something, he
had to wear a special coat which Emperor
Akbar had given to every district. So there
was a coat there; but there was only one
coat for the district of Punjab, which was
very big. Everybody was using the same
coat, and nobody wanted to wash it, so
it was very dirty; there were many insects
and lice in it. It did not belong to
anybody; that is why nobody bothered
about cleaning it. Gondar didn't want to
wear that coat, so he made his servant
wear it. And both of them went to Delhi.
But when they reached there, Gondar
had to put on the coat because he was going to present himself in front of the
Emperor and complain about Guru
Amardas. He went to the court and
started talking about Guru Amardas, but
Emperor Akbar didn't believe him
because he had once visited Guru Amardas; he had seen him, attended His Satsang, and moreover he had taken food
from His langar also. So Emperor Akbar
knew Guru Amardas very well and he
knew that He was a true Sadhu and that
all these people were trying to bother him
and harass him. So he did not believe
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Gondar and he kicked him. When he did,
Gondar fell down and the place where he
fell down was very dirty. So his coat
became even more dirty and he was so
embarrassed that he would not go back
to his home, because he had not been
treated well by Emperor Akbar. Word
spread that he had been humiliated by
Emperor Akbar because he was making
false complaints.
When he did return he did not go into
the village, because nobody came to
welcome him even though he was the
chief of the village. So he sat outside
waiting for someone to come. Nobody
came; but eventually his daughter-in-law
and his niece came to receive him. After
that, when he returned to his home, he
became so sick that even though he felt
like eating, he couldn't eat anything. He
couldn't put any food in his stomach
through his mouth, and he was in such
terrible shape that in the end he left the
body in a lot of pain.
So all that happened in those times
Guru Ramdas has very beautifully pictured in this bani. And he will tell us how
all these things happened there.

The bemukh [he who has turned
away from the Master] was sent to
criticize and backbite.
There also both of their 1ive.s were
blackened.
Guru Ramdas Ji says that no one welcomed Gondar the shepherd, and his servant, who went to Delhi to complain
about Guru Amardas. Instead of welcoming them, the Emperor blackened their
faces and sent them back, saying, "You
don't know how to do anything except
criticize the true Saints."

A t once all the world heard,
"Brothers the Bemukh and his servant came back after being beaten
up with shoes."
4

When Emperor Akbar ignored those who
went to criticize Guru Amardas, and
when he refused to listen to them, when
he kicked and humiliated them, then this
news was spread all over India: that the
critics of Guru Amardas were treated this
way by Emperor Akbar. So when they
came back, nobody welcomed them in
their homes, and nobody talked to them
with respect.

Further he was not allowed to mix
with the Sangat.
So the daughter-in-law and niece
came to take him home.
This world and the world beyond;
both are lost, he cries in hunger
and thirst always.
Blessed, blessed is the Lord, the
Creator, the Supreme Being Who
Himself caused true justice to be
done.
So Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj says, "Great
is the Lord Who gives always true
justice." Because when he came back, he
became so sick that he was hungry but he
couldn't eat any food. In those days,
medical science had not progressed
enough that they could feed him intravenously. There was no other means except putting food through the mouth, and
he was not able to do that. So he was
always hungry.

Guru Sahib says, "Great is the Lord,
Who gives the perfect and true
justice.
Whatever one does, he suffers its
reaction according to that justice."
"Those who criticize the Perfect
Master, the True One Himself has
killed them. "
These words are said by Him Who
has created the whole world.
Guru Ramdas Ji says, "Masters do not
curse anyone. Whatever I am saying, it
SANT BANI

is not me saying it: it is God Who is
manifested within me. He says that critics
always repent and suffer for what they
have done, and the meditators of Naam
always enjoy the meditation they have
done."

When the Master (or Lord) is naked
and hungry, how can his servant
be satisfied?
If the Master has the things in his
home, it comes in the hands of the
servant; how can he get it if there
is none in the home?
Guru Amardas had meditated very much,
He had worked very hard, and he had
served his Master. But still, this Perfect
Mahatma, Who had done so much
meditation, had to leave His original
place which was called Kadur Sahib, and
had to come and settle in Goindwal; and
there also he was very much opposed.
So Guru Ramdas Ji says, "How can
those people whose Masters are hungry,
be satisfied? Only those whose Masters
have something in their home, can be
satisfied." Guru Ramdas Ji means to say
only this: If the Master has not reached
Sach Khand, how can the disciples get any
wealth of devotion? How can the disciple think of going to Sach Khand if his
Master has not reached there? So that is
why the disciple will get only that which
the Master has in His Home. Those
whose Masters are blind, the disciples also
become blind. They always do their own
will, and they are always involved in
untruths.
Perfect Masters have worked very hard
and have spent all Their life in meditating.
How can those who have spent their
nights meditating criticize others? How
can They allow Their disciples to criticize
others? Those who have done the meditation know how much they lose if they
criticize others. So how can those who
have this awareness criticize others?
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Swami Ji Maharaj says, "One who
meditates on the Shabd, or earns the
Shabd, He is the Perfect Master; we
become the dust of His Feet.
Kabir Sahib says, Don't ask the caste
of the Master; ask about His knowledge.
Don't bother about the value of the
sheath; learn the value of the sword."
We should read the life of the Master.
We should know whether the Master has
done any meditation in his life or not. If
He has spent years of His life in meditation, then we don't need to ask to which
caste He belongs, from which country or
religion He comes, because we have to
take only Knowledge from him; we have
to take only Naam from him.

That seva is diJficult (of no use) by
doing which the accounts are still
seen (by the Lord of Judgment).
Nanak says, serve the Master or
Lord Whose darshan isfruitful, so
that no one may ask for the
accounts.
We should not serve anyone if by serving
him our accounts will still have to be seen,
and we will have t o pay. It is better to
serve that Master Who has done the meditation of Shabd Naam, because only the
seva done for such a Master has worth.
Once Guru Hari Rai was taking a walk
with some of his disciples, and they came
across a big snake being eaten by ants: he
was still alive but he couldn't move and
he was in a lot of pain. So the disciples
asked, "Master, what is this?" So Guru
Hari Rai replied, "This is the result of
becoming a false Master. In his past life,
he pretended that he was a true Master,
and he was teaching people. But in fact
he was false, and those people who came
to him, looking at others-because they
were afraid of other people - this is their
condition: they have become ants. He became the snake, and he is paying his karmas by suffering this pain. Because he
5

deceived the disciples, they have come
back as ants and they are eating up his
body while he is still alive."
Even though Baba Bishan Das had the
knowledge of only two Words, He had
perfected himself up to the first two
planes. He used to say that we should
always take a Master after knowing about
Him, as we should drink the water after
filtering it. If the disciple is a true seeker,
he can easily recognize the true Master.
When a true seeker comes to a false
Master, the false Master at once knows
that now a true seeker has come, and he
starts running because he is afraid that the
true seeker will learn his secret and he will
ask for something which he cannot give.
We cannot test anyone if we are still
working on the level of mind and the
organs of senses. If we are polluted by the
dirt of the worldly pleasures, we cannot
test anyone. Unless we go within and
become pure, we cannot test anyone, we
cannot recognize. As long as we are dirty, we cannot know who is True and who
is not. If we want to see who is True and
who is not, we need to become pure.
Once two pundits, or learned scholars,
came to Dadu Sahib, a great Mahatma;
they had heard about Dadu Sahib but
they had never seen him. They came to
him for Initiation, but when they came
near His house they saw that a bald
man - his head was shaved - was coming
out of that house. In India, people believe
that if you meet someone like that, it is
a bad omen. So those people thought,
"We came here to meet the Master to improve our life; but look at this! We have
met this man and it's a bad omen; now
we will not be able to meet the Master!"
They got so upset at that bald man that
they hit him on the head, not realizing
that it was Dadu Sahib himself, and they
asked Him, "Where is the dera of Dadu
Sahib?" Dadu Sahib was the abode of
peace, and He told them very patiently
6

and lovingly, "This is the dera of Dadu
Sahib. You go in and wait and he will
come. "
Both those pundits went and sat with
the Sangat, and waited for Dadu Sahib
to come. And after some time, He came,
and they saw the same man, whom they
had hit on the head; and they were much
afraid. They thought, "Now, He will not
give us Initiation! We had so much yearning and we came for Initiation, and we
insulted Him. He will not even want to
talk with us." But when the Satsang was
over, Dadu Sahib called them; they were
very much afraid, and they apologized.
Dadu Sahib was very patient and loving,
and he said, "It's all right. You know that
if you go to buy a pot, you hit it to make
sure that it is good. It's all right that you
hit my head to make sure that I am the
true Mahatma." So when the Great
Masters come into this world, They are
the abode of peace, They are very patient
and loving, and They don't mind all these
things.
If anyone criticizes the Perfect Masters,
the Masters do not respond. Instead of
getting impatient and upset, They always
pray to the Lord, "Oh Lord. if You want
to shower grace and have mercy on him,
please give him my recognition so that he
may know what he is doing."
When Hazur Maharaj Kirpal told me
to give Initiation, He told me that His
teachings should not remain hidden in the
world, and that they should be spread. At
that time I presented my shortcomings
and lackings, and I told him all about
them; but He said, "When the bad man
will not stop his bad deeds, why should
a good man stop his good deeds?" He told
me that I should do this work, and I
should not worry about others; because
if the bad men do not stop their bad
deeds, why should good men stop their
good deeds? When the Masters start Their
work, They are very determined. They do
SANT BANI

Their work with full determination and
They don't worry about the criticism or
blame which they get from others. They
never respond in the same tone.
So Guru Sahib says, "Those who criticize the Beloveds of God, the Beloveds
of God do not reply in the same way and
they do not lose their quality."
Hazur Maharaj Sawan Singh Ji used to
say, "The foolish or mean people always
present excuses, and try to prove that they
are true. But the wise man always waits,
because he is patient and knows that time
will tell the truth."

Nanak says after thinking, all the
four Vedas say that whatever the
Saints, the devotees, say from
their mouth are the true words.
Now Guru Sahib says that even the four
Vedas bear this witness; and they also say
that whatever words Saints and Mahatmas speak, are weighed and are spoken
after great understanding. And whatever
they speak is true. Whatever they speak
is what happens.

It is well known everywhere.
All are hearing that the foolish ones
who criticize the Saint never get
any happiness.
In this world there are many well-known
stories about those people who criticize
the Master, and what they got for it. The
Guru says that up until now, no one has
been benefited by criticizing the Master.
Once some children of Yadav casteinto which Lord Krishna was born - came
to Rishi Durvasa and made him the butt
of a practical joke. There was a boy
named Samba, and they tied things on his
stomach and disguised him as a pregnant
lady. And they brought him in front of
Durvasa Muni, and said, "You are called
Saint, and Rishi, tell us what this lady will
have: a boy or a girl?" Durvasa Muni
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knew that they were playing a joke on
him, and he tried to tell them that they
should not do that, they should go and
not bother him. But they didn't stop and
they didn't go. Durvasa Muni was very
quiet and said, "Sons, don't play jokes on
the Saints; it is not good for you. It can
bring many bad results." But they still
didn't stop. So in the end, Durvasa Muni
said, "If you want to know what this lady
will bear, I will tell you. She will bear that
which will be the means for the destruction of your dynasty." When he said that,
they all went back, and when they
thought over that statement, later they
became very worried because it was obvious that Durvasa Muni had cursed
them.
So they went to Lord Krishna, and told
him what had happened. Lord Krishna,
who had insight, said, "Whatever that
Saint has said, that cannot be changed;
whatever he has said, will happen. But let
us try something. Open this 'lady' u p and
see what she has." When everything was
untied, they found a ball of iron. Lord
Krishna told them to file that iron, make
dust of it, and put it in the river, so that
the iron ball would lose its existence and
they would not have to worry about it.
But when they did that, that dust eventually settled on the bank of the river and
made a very fertile soil in which a special
type of grass was grown. That grass had
leaves that were very wide and sharp, as
if they were swords.
Once it so happened that the Yadavs
had a marriage celebration in their dynasty. After doing all the ceremonies, they
came to the bank of the river to enjoy,
and they drank wine. Eventually, they
became so intoxicated that they started
fighting with each other, and they used
the leaves of that grass as swords. It is
said that fifty-six crores of Yadavs were
destroyed just because they played a joke
on Durvasa Muni.
7

They desire the Saints' virtues and
are burning in the fire of egoism.
When the critics of Saints see that people
are coming to the Master and are getting
benefit, and that the Masters are getting
honor, and are becoming well-known in
the world; they don't like that. They are
full of ego, and they are burning within
with the fire of anger, and they cannot
stand that and become jealous.
That yogi who criticized Guru Amardas had this jealousy. He thought, "I
know many mantras and other things,
and this Guru Amardas is an old man.
Why do people go to him and not to me?"

What can thosepoor ones do if their
fate is not good from the very
beginning? Those who are killed
by the Par Brahm are not undefeated by any one.
Now Guru Ramdas says, "What can those
poor people do when it is written in their
fate to criticize and do the bad deeds?
When God has decided for them that they
are supposed to do that work, what can
those poor people do if they don't have
the grace of God?"

Those who have enmity with those
who have no enemies get punished
when the Lord of Judgment
judges.
Those who are cursed because of the
Saint wander here and there.
Masters are without enmity, and those
who become Their enemies are sent by
God to the Lord of Judgment. And the
Lord of Judgment gives them punishment
according to their deeds. And those people come in this world again to suffer the
reaction of the deeds which they have
done in their past life. They continually
come and go in this world, and in this way
they suffer.
The tree which is cut down from its
roots, its branches all dry up.

When the tree is cut down, the branches
die of themselves. In the same way, when
we become the enemies of those Masters
Who have no enemies, we lose a lot.
The Law applies to everyone: It is not true
that the Law doesn't apply to us and that
we are special people. The Law applies to
everyone; those who criticize the Masters
always get pain.
Master Sawan Singh used to say,
"Those who like to criticize others cannot give up this bad habit because they
are so attached to it."
Guru Nanak says, "There is medicine
for every disease but there is no medicine
for the critic. God makes him forget
himself, and God Himself makes him
wander here and there in births and He
makes him come and go in this world."

He who meditates on the Lord, the
Master, his glory is great.
The glory which is given by the
perfect Master does not diminish
even a little bit.
The glory of the disciple who after taking Initiation manifests Naam within him,
cannot be diminished by anyone. His
Satguru has given him that glory, and
nobody else can reduce it.

The True Lord is in favor of the
Satguru;
The people work (against Him) with
no results.
Guru Ramdas Ji says, When the True
Lord, the One Who never dies, that Immortal Lord, when He is in favor of the
Master, then no matter what the people
of the world may do, they still will never
become successful. And in the end, when
the people do not get any success, they
hold back and repent.

He blackens the faces of the critics
and the Creator Himself increases
the glory (of the Master).
SANT BANI

As the critic goes on criticizing, the
glory of the Master goes on increasing manifold.
Now he says that God blackens the face
of the critics; day by day He glorifies the
Name of the Master and diminishes the
glory of His critics.
I have seen this: when Master Sawan
Singh was very much opposed by the
Akalis, they built a gurdvara right in front
of the Dera. They always abused and
criticized Master Sawan Singh. But
Master Sawan Singh was very gracious
and very loving with them, and He would
always invite them to come in the langar
and have food. He would say, "Brothers,
you might want some food to eat because
you are doing this work from morning to
night. Why don't you come and have
some food here?" He was always
graciously inviting them to come and eat
food in His langar.
Many times the Akalis would invite
other Akalis to-come and discuss how to
work more effectively against Master
Sawan Singh. But when the new people
would come there and see the Dera right
behind the gurdwara, in the evening they
would attend the Master's Satsang. Instead of criticizing the Master, they would
become so impressed by Him that they
would take Naam, and leave the company
of the critics. As the Akalis saw that many
people were becoming impressed by
Master Sawan Singh, and were even
becoming initiates, they decided to move
from that place. They turned that gurdwara into a school, which still exists.
Once some four or five hundred Akalis
came to test Master Sawan Singh at midnight. They said they were hungry and
wanted food to eat. They didn't think that
Master Sawan Singh would have enough
food in his langar to feed them all and
they would be able to humiliate Him and
say that He was not a Master. But Master
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Sawan Singh did not become nervous, although the dear ones in charge became
nervous (they had enough food for only
forty people). But Master Sawan Singh
told them to start cooking food, and said,
"Let us distribute whatever we have to
them." So they started giving food, everybody was well fed, and in the end, there
was still food for forty people.
So Master Sawan Singh fed everyone
with love and patience, and they were
very impressed to see how Master Sawan
Singh was serving them at midnight, when
He didn't even have enough food for.al1
these people. Master Sawan Singh told his
dear ones that Guru Nanak had been opposed by the Siddhas, who had supernatural powers. Once they removed the
teeth from their mouths, and came to
Guru Nanak and said, "You are called the
Master; feed us. People say whoever
comes to you, you feed them well. You
see that we don't have any teeth; so feed
us some food we can eat." They thought
that Guru Nanak would have nothing to
feed them because if they were fed with
regular food they would not be able to eat
it, and they would get one more excuse
to criticize Him. But Guru Nanak Sahib
didn't become nervous either, and he invented halvah, and gave it to everyone.
Halvah is a food which, as most of you
know, you don't have to chew; you just
swallow it-it is very delicate.
So Master Sawan Singh said, "When
the Siddhas came to Guru Nanak, they
had supernatural powers, and they
removed their teeth and Guru Nanak fed
them with halvah. But these poor Akalis
do not have any supernatural powers, and
they cannot remove their teeth. When
Guru Nanak fed His opponents with
halvah, can't we feed them with regular
food?" So Master Sawan Singh loved
them very much and He fed them very
well; and they were very impressed.
The dear ones who have gone to Raj9

asthan know what halvah is; because at
least once each trip we make halvah so
you will know about it. When the dear old
man of Sant Bani Ashram, Gerald, came
to Rajasthan, we made halvah. When I
asked him how it was, he said, "I don't
know anything else, except that it is very
easy to swallow!"

Nanak says. He who has meditated
on the Lord, at His feet the Lord
has laid all the world.
God inspires the souls to come to the
Master Who have done the meditation of
Shabd Naam. Souls come and apologize
to such Masters. Teka Sahib says, "Even
if the Master meditates in the world
below, still He will be manifested
everywhere. People will know about Him,
even in the sky."

He who mistreats the Satguru is lost
in this world and the world
beyond. Everyday he gnashe.~with
his teeth, he emits foam, and in
this way he breaks down.
Now He says that if anyone treats the
Perfect Master badly, his condition is like
a dog who foams at the mouth and is not
attended by anyone.

For the sake of Maya he plans everyday.
But his former wealth always goes
away.
Hazur Maharaj Kirpal Singh Ji used to
say, "Who knows what intention people
have when they criticize the Master?"
Some criticize the Perfect Master because
they want more material wealth. But they
don't realize that if they criticize Him, the
wealth that they already have will go
away.

What does he gain, what does he get,
who has the pain of feeling guilty?
The habit of our mind is such that when
10

we have made any mistake, he always
makes us aware of it. So the Guru says,
"The one who feels guilty all day long,
how can he earn anything, how can he get
anything?"

He who has enmity with those who
have no enmity takes the sins of
the whole world on his head. He
does not get any support here and
there.
W h o has felt the taste of criticism as
the mango?
Because the Masters are without enmity,
those who become His enemies have no
happiness in this world, and when they
leave this world, get no comfort and
nobody supports them. Those who feel
the taste of criticism as if it were mango
juice, may feel that here, but when they
leave this world they will not find that
taste.

If he deals with gold it becomes with
the sand.
If he comes to the refuge of the
Master he gets forgiveness for his
past mistakes.
Nanak says, If he meditates on Naam day
and night by doing the Simran of Lord,
all the pains vanish. Even if the critic
deals in gold, it turns into sand, and he
always gets defeated. Whatever work he
starts, he never succeeds in it. But if the
same critic comes back to the Master,
does meditation and remains in the refuge
of the Master, Master forgives all his past
sins and again puts him on the Path.

You are Truly True and are above
all.
Those who meditate on You and
serve You, 0 True One, their
hopes are true.
Within Him is truth, their faces are
bright, they speak the truth and
Your true strength is within them.
SANT BANI

thought that if he killed Him, people
would forget Him and they would always
remember Aurangzeb.
But that is not true; if you go to Delhi
now, you can see how people remember
Now he comes to the Lord. He says, "Oh that great soul; how people remember
Lord, You are the Giver to everyone. You Guru Teg Bahadur, and make parshad
are the Emperor; You are the Donor and and sing hymns in praise of God in the
You take care of us all. Those who place where Guru Teg Bahadur was
meditate on You, those who remember killed. Even though they are not even sure
You, You honor them and give them a that this is the exact place where the Guru
place in Your Home." Further he says, was killed, still people remember Him
"Those who search for God with a true there and they sing His glory. Whereas
heart, God makes them realize Himself." nobody goes to the tomb of Aurangzeb;
So that is why, according to the instruc- nobody is even there to take care of the
tions of Guru Sahib, we should also do tomb, and it is filthy with bird droppings.
Those who do the devotion of the
the meditation of Shabd Naam, and make
Lord,
their glory cannot be reduced no
our lives successful.
Guru Teg Bahadur was killed, in Delhi, matter what people do. Even if people
because at that time the Emperor take their lives, they cannot reduce the
Aurangzeb thought that Guru Teg glory of those Masters -because the Lord
Bahadur was not the True One, but that has honored them and has given them
he himself was the True One. That is why that glory. It may take some time, but
he killed Him, to reduce the glory and always, Those who have done the meditaname and fame of Guru Teg Bahadur. He tion are glorified.

Those who praise the Gurumukhs
and hold the true sign of Shabd
are the devotees.
Isacrifice myself on those who serve
the True One truly.

BOGOTA
I journeyed to the region of Your Heart
A n d came away with arms full of love.
Because the rain was never far away,
The flowers always kept their bloom.
A n d the world's a lonely place,
Thank God within there shines your face.
DAVID TEED
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The author, seen photographing Sant Ji at far left, was initiated by Master Kirpal
in 1955.

The Light of Kirpal in Bogota
DON R. DICKSON

"Sant Ji, Sant Ji, Sant Ji; jubilosos
ti esperarnos . . .
de ti, de ti, de ti; bendiciones
imploramos!"*
These words of a Spanish bhajan erupted
joyfully from a group of waiting children.
Very soon older "children" joined in, and
the plastic-covered meeting hall resounded with the tones of a bhajan written for
Sant Ji's first visit to Colombia six years
ago. And then H e entered, with the regal
poise of king, to bow before the audience
'Sant Ji, Sant Ji, Sant Ji,
Joyously we wait for you!
From you, from you, from you;
Blessings we implore.

with the humility of a servant. "I have
come, not as a Master or Guru," H e said,
"but to be blessed by you."
T o many, of course, it was here that the
giving started: tremendous darshans,
filled with love and grace; blessings on the
langar and upon children of all ages; gifts
of hope, faith, and inner peace. But to the
perceptive, the giving began much earlier.
In fact it was the magnet which drew so
many to Bogota from all parts of the
world. Between 800 and 1000 chelas of
Sant Kirpal and Sant Ji were present
throughout most of the program.
So many things could be written about
Master's Grace and Love; but much more
could not be expressed verbally. Although
SANT BANI
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Sant Ji was viewed from numerous in- sioned to give Naam.* Baba Jaimal
dividual perspectives, it was apparent to Singh, Baba Sawan Singh, and Baba Kirmany that he was engaged in a tremen- pal Singh all meditated for years in spite
dous "house cleaning" of the various emo- of being born with great spiritual
tional and mental covers. All kinds of backgrounds.
subconscious karmic trash surfaced and
Although the personalities of gurus
was washed away. Then the darshans in- vary, all of them stress the same basic
tensified and, in some instances, it was all techniques on diet, moral actions, meditathe recipients could do to assimilate the tion, service and love. Kal usually copies
grace and power consciously. Master's ra- closely the teachings of true Masters when
diance was simply beautiful. A great he tries to sidetrack a potential or initiated
many initiates of Kirpal Ji watched as disciple via allegiance to a guru of the
Sant Ji's eyes and form changed into the Negative Power. Certainly there are slight
Radiance of Kirpal. And Sant Ji never let differences in the teachings, and major
anyone forget the "Supreme Kirpal," differences in the lives of false gurus, but
because He related everything to His the shrewd agents of Kal can hide these
Grace.
things from the eyes .of many disciples
Several satsang talks were based upon who have not advanced beyond the subthe dialogues of Tulsi Sahib, guru of the planes of the Second Region. Teachings
august Swami Ji. However, on Thursday of a lower guru stir the emotions or
June 23rd, Sant Ji gave a tremendously fascinate the mind. However, the radiapowerful Satsang talk in which He ex- tion expressed by the lesser guru is far difpressed the intensity of His physical ferent from that given off by the perfect
separation from Kirpal. An expression or authorized Saint of Sach Khand. This
came to His Face which words could is an important criterion that is often
never describe: it was far too serious, lov- overlooked. A real Satguru radiates huing, and intense. The writer was sitting mility, love, a sense of peace, and an aura
at His feet in the section allocated to those of timeless grace. The spiritual gifts of
photographing Sant Ji for SANTBANIand a Godman are free, while Kal usually
for various satsangs. But this exposition charges for every benefit he extends to his
on separation was inwardly too personal devotees. The perfect Master separates
and meaningful to photograph, and my one from the mind, makes him bathe in
fingers were too far away to press the the beautiful and pure Lake of Amritsar,
camera shutter. During this time rnany and shows the disciple directional tendenviewed Sant Ji through the distorting cies in the spiritual current permeating
crystalline liquid of tears.
Parbrahm. The lesser guru simply enOn several occasions Sant Ji spoke on tangles one more deeply in subtle fascinathe ever-timely topic of false gurus, who tions of the mind.
spring up like mushrooms under every
The writer was blessed to witness a
bush. He stressed most emphatically that number of incidents which reflected the
real Masters, even those born as s ~ ~ a f a h
* The exception of Guru Hari Krishan resulted
or perfected saints, spent years in meditation. The great Swami Ji dedicated eigh- from a damming of the free-flowing waters of
teen years to meditation in a dark se- guruship when the third guru, Amardas, promised
Bibi Bani to keep the succession in the family. (See
cluded room, and the Sikh gurus general- Jon Engle's Servants of God pg. 72). Such examples
ly spent years in meditation and service therefore cannot be used to support the concept that
to their masters before they were commis- one who has not meditated could be a perfect salnt.
SANT BANI

Giving darshan at Bogota

SATSANG IN BOGOTA

Blessing parshad at children's darshan, Bogota
love and grace of Sant Ji. He assumed a
serious and lovingly concerned expression
when a disciple asked Him about a critical
matter. And He could smile and completely "go jolly" when He told a n amusing story in Satsang or greeted a loving
disciple. Once, during children's darshan,
the youngsters sang a lively version of
"Rock-A My Soul in the Bosom of Kirpal Singh." Through the uncurtained window one could see the whole upper torso
of a beaming Sant Ji dancing to the spritely rhythm. Obviously he enjoyed such
events. On another occasion a large mosquito landed in the middle of Sant Ji's
forehead during Satsang. Most people
would have slapped the hungry mosquito
into whatever hereafter exists for an insect. But Sant Ji did not even brush it
away. The mosquito paused for a moment on the saintly forehead, did not try
to bite at all, and then flew away obviously blessed.
Often the Spanish bhajan would
continue:
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".

. . nuestros corozones; sedientos

estan;
de arnor, de arnor, de arnor;
hacia ti, Sant Ji, Sant Ji."*
Waiting groups quickly discovered that
Sant Ji would pause and give darshan
upon hearing this bhajan lovingly sung.
And, of course, He heard it regularly.
And now, the Colombian Sangat.
Words cannot depict the love and humility with which they served the Master and
disciples from all over the world by providing excellent living quarters, a
beautiful place for meditation, a pleasing
Satsang Hall where all could see the
Master on the dais, and food so delicious
and charged with love that this writer
always ate much more than usual. Each
day Master blessed the food, converting
it into parshad. It was difficult for us to
comprehend how much loving physical
labor went into the clearing of trees from
the Ashram area; leveling for buildings
*Our hearts are thirsty (to give);
Love, love, love; to You Sant Ji!
SANT BANI

(since the Ashram structures stand on a
steep slope); and building of walks, walls,
and structures. What loving seva occurred
when the contents of a large museum were
moved and stored to furnish accommodations for non-Colombian disciples! Also,
how alertly Colombian Satsangis guarded
the compound to prevent theft or other
undesireable happenings. Although it was
a totally inadequate expression of thanks
in the name of Master, hundreds of satsangis signed a letter of appreciation, two
copies of which were submitted to Colombian group leaders. To the Colombian
Satsangis all we can say is "Gracias," and
that we love each of you.
It was remarkable how smoothly events
in the regular schedule moved. This writer
noted but a few expressions of displeasure
by initiates, and most of these obviously
were due to simple misunderstandings of
motives. Such things as blocking the
visibility of Master (to others) or hurrying to get darshan were usually motivated
\
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by love, and the guilty were often unaware of what they were doing. On such
occasions Sant Ji beamed upon everyone
with gracious love, and this might provide
an attitude example for the rest of us.
Such things as extent of darshan, availability of the Master, and receptivity are
contingent upon past backgrounds and
upon such spiritual laws as Grace. Certainly Master knows what He is doing,
and blesses us according to our love,
humility, and willingness to follow His
directions to the letter; and accidents
simply do not happen around Him. 'Let
us each be thankful for what He gave,
and for what we received.
In one of His Satsang talks Sant Ji said
that "a Saint is a wave on the Ocean of
Light." Amid a setting of exotic flowers,
pineapples, and emerald hummingbirds,
Sant Ji drew many solar raindrops closer
to that Sea of Love from which they
sprang ages ago. Truly the path to God
is still illuminated by the Light of Kirpal!
-'Prlrr

At Sant Bani Ashram, Bticaramanga. Sant Ji is with Dr. Cristobal Molina, His Latin
American Representative. Lucilla Mariiio, Coordinator of the Ashram, is at far right.

Days of Heaven
RUSSELL PERKINS
In which things is Sawan pleased?
How can I know the secret of Sa wan?
When Sawan came all the flowers
bloomed
The doors of Kal Power were closed
He won the game of Sat Naam.
By giving Satsang He explained the Path
He wants to take the souls to Such Khand.
Meditate on Naam, don't become the disobedient one.
Becoming Sawan Shah he came into this
world
And glorvied the name of Jaimal Singh.
He cured those who were diseased with
ego.
0 Sarvan, come and give us Your
darshan.

Remove the disease of birth after birth
So that Ajaib, the suffering one, may become well.
In which things is Sawan pleased?
How can I know the secret of Sawan?
of course a bhajan of Sant
Ajaib Singh, and one that was sung
T
a great deal in Colombia, and seems t o
HAT IS

me t o sum up, maybe as well as anything,
exactly what was happening there,
because the things that he lists that Sawan
Shah did, seem from my perspective to
be exactly what was happening with all
of us there. The doors of Kal Power were
closed, the flowers were blooming. He did
explain everything in Satsang: I would say
SANT BANI

it was the most extraordinary series of
Satsangs that I've heard since Master Kirpal gave the series in Washington in January 1964. The only difference between
them was that those talks were given
to maybe a hundred people night after
night, whereas these were given to over
a thousand people afternoon after afternoon. It was as though He bared Himself
and spoke in the most intimate possible
way, the most exhaustive way, about the
Path, to one dear friend - only it was a
thousand dear friends. If you can imagine
the impact of it - to me it was something
as though, if you remember Master Kirpal's 1972 Tour when He addressed
crowds of that size, if you can think of
Him coming in and sitting down and giving the talk, "How I Met My Master," or
any other from that series, in that setting,
then you would have some sense of how
powerful those Satsangs were. And as for
what He covered, there was nothing, I
think, that He left uncovered.
It was an absolutely marvelous time in
terms of what the Master gave. The Master gives continuously. I came to realize
that more than ever, I think, on this trip.
The Master gives continuously, but we
aren't necessarily very aware of it. The
phrase: the teacup can't contain an ocean
. . . I was never more aware of my teacupness, but at the same time, of His
oceanness. There it was, just so full, so
very very full of what He wanted to give.
And I hope and pray - I'm sure that everyone else also prays the same thingthat we will make good use of it. This
time at least, we cannot drop it on the
way. It has to remain with us, be assimilated, digested, and bear forth fruit. That
is what is required of us.
If I had to use one word to describe the
whole experience, it would be "heavenly."
That's partly because of the physical setting-Bogota is very high, it's about 8500
feet high. And you felt like you were in
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heaven when you climbed from the bottom of the hill where most of us were
staying up to Sant Ji's house; you felt like
you were knocking on heaven's door in
more ways than one. You were literally
doing it, and at the same time you were
figuratively doing it also. And the Bogota
Satsangis went to such enormous efforts
to make an adequate set-up! When I first
heard that the Master was going to South
America, was going to allow the North
Americans to come, and that there would
be only one or two stops in the whole western hemisphere, I thought, and people
who had been there before all thought,
How are they going to do it? Because the
Ashram is very tiny. They did it in a number of ways: mostly by being very receptive, very loving, very intelligent, and very
clever. They acquired a little more land,
and that was enough to build an enormous Satsang enclosure going up the side
of the mountain, which really worked
very well. It was a beautiful place for Him
to hold Satsang. And the langar that was
set up -the food was incredibly delicious;
you could taste the love built right into it.
And His beauty - in London it seemed
to me that it was not just a case of my
having forgotten, which is what I usually
ascribe it to- I do feel that either I was
more receptive than at other times, or He
was really turning on more. And I don't
know if there is any difference between
the two. I don't know if He doesn't turn
on exactly in accord with our receptivity,
but it was very clear to me, from the first
day in London on, that this was a very
extraordinary time, and He absolutely
shone in tremendous brilliance. Sometimes you could see His aura. I saw it both
in England and in Bogota. Throughout
whole Satsangs He seemed surrounded
by Light, extending out a good way from
His body, all around, over, moving when
He moved, and just dazzling. There it
was; He's the Light Giver, and He was
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emitting Light. In London, there were
many fewer people, maybe two hundred
in all. They came from all over Europe:
Italy, France, Spain, and Malta. The Initiation there was tri-lingual: in French,
Spanish and English. We wondered, How
is He going to do this? It would take all
day. But the French and Spanish people
went off to separate rooms for the Instruction reading. They were read at the
same time as the English was read where
He was, and then they joined back for the
meditation. And it worked perfectly.
About thirty people were initiated in London in that way.
At the Satsangs in England, He talked
long stretches in Hindi. Many of the people present were Indian, so they could understand Him. And a given talk might be
interrupted only three or four times for
long translations in English. He spoke with
such power and animation, exactly as He
does in India. I have never seen Him so
powerful in the West. He was so beautiful! They had video lights, which were

quite bright, so bright that at first I was
worried. But it did not bother Him. And
in those lights you could see every detail
of His face; it was very clear from any
part of the hall. The Hall was jampacked; and the Master was absolutely radiant throughout.
And that radiance continued in South
America. The intense care- I don't think
I have ever been more conscious of the
amount of love that He has for all of us,
than I was on this trip. I don't know if
I can explain that fully, except that I became aware in a personal way - I was very
aware of His love for me. That's open to
everyone, to be aware of that for their own
selves, of course. But He does not love
us as individuals. In one of the interviews
I had with Him, I concluded by asking
Him that if there was anything that I was
doing wrong He should please tell me;
that I was very aware of my failings and
I did not want to displease Him. He said,
"You do please me because I do not look
at your failings." He did not pretend that

at the langar in Bogora

I was there. For one thing, how to make
the best use of the Master, from the point
of view of what we really want. Our aim
is to find God, our aim is to sit in the lap
of God and reach Sach Khand, like the
song says: that is what the Master comes
for. We should remember that but it is
easy not to remember that. He's going to
be here next Spring, and those of us who
did not make it to South America, even
if we can't make it to India this year, will
have the opportunity to put these things
into practice. It's not a theoretical thing
only; it's a very large, enormously important thing: how to make the best use of
the Master for that which He wants us to
do.
I will tell you the story of two interviews, both of which I came to know
about - one because I was there, the other
because the person told me about it. In
the first instance, the Master was just going to the children's darshan, and word
came that a man who could only come for
one day and only for that time had come,
and would the Master greet him on the
way to the children's darshan. Yes, He
would. So He came out. The man got up
and spoke very good English; he was
South American. Immediately he said, "I
have come to you for help with my vision.
I have lost the vision in one eye, and I am
losing it in the other." And he went on
describing his symptoms and what the
doctors had said. And the Master was
standing there, and everyone was -it had
been presented as a greeting on the way
to children's darshan- the children were
waiting, the Sangat was waiting in the
Hall. And he was talking about his vision.
I am not knocking the fact that if you lose
your vision, you worry about it. I am not
denying that this is a valid concern. But
he was asking the Master, without a
doubt, to heal him. Pappu asked him at
one point, "Are you initiated?" He said,
"Yes, yes." And then he went on, explainJuly 1983

ing his problems. The Master gave him
a lot of love. He looked at Him with an
enormous amount of love from beginning
to end. At the end, He finally said, "Well,
this is because of your karma. It can't be
helped. God bless you; you have my sympathy." And he went on, and the man was
very disappointed. I don't know that He
isn't going to heal him anyway. I don't
know that the problems He's had with His
eyes already, don't have something to do
with the fact that He's going to heal some
people in the future who demanded in
that way. But I do know that there was
something very wrong about the way this
man approached the Master. There was
something very wrong, and I don't think
that it was tied up only with that person.
As Master Kirpal said, "Why when we go
to a king, do we ask for pebbles and
stones?"
The second interview was with a North
American whom I did not know before
except very vaguely. She told me that she
had been initiated eleven years and had
gotten nowhere. A little bit here and
there, but nothing much. She was not
totally dry, but as far as she was concerned she was useless at meditating, and
because of that she had meditated less and
less. It was very dry and very hard work
for her. When she went into her interview
she did not know what to ask, but she
knew that when the people were in India,
at His ashram, He would repeat the five
Names for them. She had never been to
India, and she wanted to hear Him repeat
the Names. So that's what she asked. And
I think that what happened is partly because, not as a result of a magic formula- but rather that the level on which
this question was asked was so radically
different from the level on which many
of the questions were asked. She asked
Him to repeat the Names, and He was
very pleased. He looked her directly in the
eyes, and He repeated each name, and
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had her repeat it after. And He went
through that twice. And she said, "At the
end of the two repetitions, my whole body
was trembling, and I couldn't believe it.
It was uncontrollably trembling. I got up
from the interview, just overwhelmed
with love and excitement. I went to the
Hall, I sat down, and I went right up."
And she said that for the rest of the stay
in Bucaramanga she sat seven, eight hours
in the Hall, and was inside the whole
time, experiencing it exactly the way we
read about it in the books when the
Master takes someone up. Now the eleven
years of struggle beforehand were not
irrelevant. That was counted. Somehow
everything meshed at that time. But my
point is, this is what the Master comes to
give us. But we have to ask for it in a way
that is appropriate to where we are. Our
growth includes receptivity; it does not
come by figuring out, by calculating, how
much darshan we can steal today, but by
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opening our consciousness to what He
wants to give us. It's like dry gunpowder
coming in contact with a spark. He's there
to do that for us, he's there to take us to
Sach Khand, and all intermediary stages
on the way. That's His job, that's what
He's there to do, and that's what we are
there to ask Him to do.
I was reading the medieval poem, Parzival, which is one of the Grail Quest
stories; and how Parzival suffers enormously because he doesn't ask the right
question when he sees the Grail. He is
shown the Grail; but he does not ask what
he is supposed to ask. As a consequence,
he is thrown out of the palace and it takes
him years to get back to that place. I do
feel that this is a profound spiritual point.
We come into the master's presence and
we do not know how to make the best use
of it. It's not a magical formula - "all right,
Sant Ji, repeat the names for mev-and
then everyone goes up, boom, like that!
SANT BANI

Satsang in Bucaramunga.
Sangat.

ABOVE:

The Master blesses parshad.

BELOW:

A view of the

At the Bucaramanga ashram
That worked for her because it exactly
meshed with where she was. But there is
something like that for all of us-the
combination of the work we do on our
own, and our own understanding of what
He is for, when we are with Him. I heard
that one person went to Him with twelve
questions on the theory of the Path. And
each question was read out to Him, and
each one answered in about ten seconds.
And afterwards, the fellow was supposed
to have said, "If I had realized how it
was going to go, I would have asked one
question, and then it would have been
much better." So right he was, you see.
But what was that one question? That's
the point. For the theory of the Path, the
Masters have written books and given
Satsangs. When we waste our time and
His time asking questions which He has
already answered . . . Master Kirpal has
laid down what the procedure should be.
We should try to learn these things
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through our own study. If we can't find
the answers in the books or the tapes, or
anything like that, then we can ask the
local group leader. If that doesn't work,
then we can ask the Representative, who
is above him. And only then, if that
doesn't work, should we ask the Master
directly-only
if the representative
doesn't know. Otherwise, what is the limit
on his time, what is the point of His
writing the books? And furthermore, it's
incumbent on us to learn what He's written. I was astounded at some of the
things-the man who asked for the curing of his eyes, did not know that that is
not the function of the Master. He did not
know that if the Master were to cure His
eyes, that it would be at His own expense.
He did not know the basic fundamental
law of vicarious atonement, that Kal does
demand the pound of flesh-that if his
eyes were healed the Master's eyes would
suffer, or the Master would suffer in
SANT BANI

some way. He did not know any of that;
therefore in his ignorance he was asking
a terrible thing. He didn't know it; he
thought he was doing the right thing. I
remember at the end of Master Kirpal's
life, how people would come to Him with
parshad - parshad is a great thing, it's absolutely marvelous. But I used to see people come to Master Kirpal with a bag of
parshad; they would hand it to Him to
bless it, and He would put His hand on
it. At the end, He would ask them, "Are
you keeping the diary?" If they did not
have their diary with them to show Him,
He would not bless their parshad. There
has to be some connection between the
Master as the dispenser and the Master
as the Guru, or the point of dispensing
is lost. If we only eat parshad, and we
don't put into practice what the teachings
are all about, then what is the good of
eating the parshad? The parshad is a
means to an end, not an end. The parshad
is not to make us fat, but to make us
spiritual. And how much He would love
to do that! And how much we don't want
Him to! I guess that's the conclusion we
can draw. We want to have darshan, but
we don't obey. We want this, but we
won't do that. It's incredible how the
mind has us hoodwinked.
He's coming next year. He gave so
much in South America, so incredibly
much, and He will give as much next year
when He comes. But I think growth cannot be handed to us on a platter. If it is,
we usually blow it. When we are given an
opportunity, we blow it. I have had that
experience; many people have had that
experience. There are many stories; the
story of Parzival and the Grail that I mentioned is one; the story of Ravidas and
King Pipa, where he was given the nectar
from Sach Khand and thought it was
contaminated leather water and stuck it
in his shirt instead, etc., etc. -everyone
knows the story-or I hope everyone
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knows the story. I hope everyone has read
the books enough or heard the tapes
enough to know that story. In any case,
he had to work for it. He was given it on
a silver platter, he threw it away, and then
he had to work for it. In a sense, at our
Initiation, the conditions are perfect; if
we are there, we can proceed directly
from that point. Most of us cannot do
that; I certainly couldn't do it, and most
people can't do it. A point comes when
we are unable to sustain it, we do blow
it, and then we start again from a lower
point, and then we have to work up with
hard effort. Not unaccompanied by
Grace, though, and the Master does keep
on giving. And the more our eye is
opened, the more we see how much the
Master gives; how much He is with us.
One day, the day between Bogota and
Bucaramanga, He visited a farm in a
town named Arbelaez. Dr. German
Duque, who was Master Kirpal Singh's
Representative in South America, and
who is very active working for Sant Ji
also, has bought a farm there which is going to be an ashram someday; that is his
plan to slowly develop it. He is also a doctor and it includes, in fact already has,
hospital rooms and a clinic. It's magnificently beautiful countryside, not
far from Bogota, about a two and a half
hour car ride. We went in a helicopter.
Now I don't know if any of you have ridden in a helicopter-I never had- but
riding in that thing, looking down
through the glass floor at your feet, not
flying very high, the thought came to me
that it was a parable. I do feel that everything that happens to us when we are
in His presence and following Him, or
making efforts to be in His presence, even
if we're not there right at that second but
in the process, is a parable; it has some
meaning. So the helicopter ride was a lesson in perspective. I looked down and I
really thought, What are those insects
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At the Duque farm in Arbelaez. ABOVE: The Master arriving. The spot where His
foot touched the ground first was marked and will be treated as a specially holy place.
BELOW: German and Graciella Duque are directly behind the Master.

down there? And they were cows! They
were really the size of insects, and they
looked like insects. It's different in an
airplane because helicopters fly much
lower than most airplanes fly, and because
of the way that you see, you have such a
panoramic view, you're not conscious of
looking out a window or anything.
You've just sort of got a different angle
on it. And the Masters have used that as
a parable, as an example of how when
you go within, you experience from that
level and you do understand that the cows
become insects. Many years ago, one of
our brothers here in this Sangat - I'll even
tell you his name, it was Fletcher -came
back from India and gave an absolutely
magnificent talk about how he realized in
the Master's presence you don't have to
solve your problems; you can rise above
them! And when you get up above them
-I remember very well hearing him say
this in Satsang- you say, H a ha problem!
I see you for what you really arenothing! And that's what it was really like
in the helicopter. We flew over a waterfall, a magnificent waterfall - about two
or three times higher than Niagara-a
famous tourist spot in South America;
there's a big hotel built there. The pilot,
who was a really great guy and spoke
quite a bit of English, told me all about
it. We flew over it, and I looked down on
it. If we had been on the ground, that
waterfall would have overwhelmed me.
But up in the helicopter, you knew that
it was beautiful through making the mental connection of what it would be like if
you were standing on the ground. What
it looked like to me was a scar, a big slash
on the ground. And it had nothing to do
with the grandeur of the waterfall that
you get from standing at the bottom of
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it. Now, a waterfall is a good thing. But
suppose it were bad, then the same thing
would be true. There it would be . . .
what was it? A scar . . . unfortunate, but
not overwhelming. We can rise above, fly
over. That's what the Master gives us; He
offers us that. And when He takes us in
His Hands it's like He's giving us a
helicopter ride, and we can look right
down through the floor of our own self.
He gives us that option to see all our
problems way down there. He gives us
that option- we can fly above them.
I saw one fellow that I didn't even recognize -I hadn't seen him for many many
years. When I found out who he was, I
was very embarrassed because I had
known him quite well. Anyway, I finally
said, it's very good to be here with Him.
And he looked at me, with great conviction, and said, "Yes Russell, it's very good
to be sitting at the feet of Kirpal again and
to see Him in all His Power." And that's
exactly the way it was. I have never been
so aware of the blessing to us, the tremendous concession to us in the continuity of the Master Power from one pole to
another; and how very blessed we are.
Master Kirpal says, He extends His finger
to you, just like to a blind man. "You
grab hold of his finger, I would say now."
Those are Master's exact words. He will
lead us along. That finger keeps being extended; the option is there. That woman
who was taken up by Sant Ji, she was initiated by Kirpal eleven years ago. Yet, it
was Sant Ji Who extended the finger. It
was at that moment that she became
aware of the finger that had been extended all along. When we become aware
of it, only then it becomes a reality
for us, even though it has always been
there.

View from the Muster's house, Bucaramanga

SANT AJAIB SINGH JI
16 Days in Colombia
Now available on 16 video cassettes. Sant Ji's entire visit from His greeting
in Bogota, His Satsangs and meditation talks plus all scenes; langar blessings, children's darshans; all the way through to His moving departure
from the Bucaramanga ashram. These 16 new video cassettes are the best
quality we have yet produced. For free catalog and price sheet please
write: Graham Gibson, Ajaib Video Productions, Box 343, Tilton, N.H.
03276 or call 603-286-8934.

Farewell darshan Jor the North Americans and Europeans at the Museum in Bogota.

